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AbstratWe present a system for automatially verifying ryptographi protools.This system manages the knowledge of prinipals and heks if the protool isrunnable. In this ase, it outputs a set of rewrite rules desribing the protoolitself, the strategy of an intruder, and the goal to ahieve. The protool spei-�ation language permits to express ommonly used desriptions of properties(authentiation, short term serey, and so on) as well as omplex data stru-tures suh as tables and hash funtions. The generated rewrite rules an beused for deteting aws with various systems: theorem proving in �rst-orderlogi, on-the-y model-heking, or SAT-based state exploration. These threetehniques are being experimented in the European Union projet AVISPA.The aim of this paper is to desribe the analysis proess. First, we desribethe major steps of the ompilation proess of a protool desription by our toolCasrul. Then, we desribe the behavior of the intruder de�ned for the analy-sis. Our intruder is based on a lazy strategy, and is implemented as rewriterules for the theorem prover daTa. Another advantage of our model is that itpermits to handle parallel exeutions of the protool and omposition of keys.And for sake of ompleteness, it is possible, using Casrul, to either speify anunbounded number of exeutions or an unbounded message size.The ombination of Casrul and daTa has permitted suessful studying of var-ious protools, suh as NSPK, EKE, RSA, Neumann-Stubblebine, Kao-Chowand Otway-Rees. We detail some of these examples in this paper. We are nowstudying the SET protool and have already very enouraging results.Keywords: Seurity protools, Veri�ation, Flaw detetion, Intruder model,Automati strategies.�This work was partially funded by the Information Soiety Tehnologies programme of theEuropean Commission, Future and Emerging Tehnologies under the IST-2001-39252 AVISPAprojet. 1



1 IntrodutionThe veri�ation of ryptographi protools has been intensively studied these lastyears. A lot of methods have been de�ned for analyzing partiular protools [32,6, 14, 35, 42, 23℄. Some tools, suh as Casper [26℄, CVS [19℄ and CAPSL [15℄, havealso been developed for automating one of the most sensitive step: the translationof a protool spei�ation into a low-level language that an be handled by di�erentveri�ation systems.Our work is in this last line. We have designed a protools ompiler, Casrul [25℄,that translates a ryptographi protool spei�ation into a set of rewrite rules.This translation step permits, through stati analysis of the protool, to rule outmany errors.The output of our ompiler an be used to get a representation of protools invarious systems:� As Horn lauses, it an be used either by theorem provers in �rst-order logi,or as a Prolog program.� As rewrite rules, it an be used by indutive theorem provers, or as an inputfor a rewrite systems ompiler, suh as ELAN.� As propositional formulas, the searh for an attak an be seen as a planningproblem, whih an, after translation into SAT formulas, be solved by SATsolvers suh as Cha� [34, 3℄.In our ase, we use the theorem prover daTa for trying to �nd aws in protools.The tehnique implemented in daTa is narrowing. This uni�ation-based tehniquepermits us to handle in�nite state models (by not limiting the size of messages),and also to guarantee the freshness of the randomly generated information, suhas nones or keys [25℄. Note that there was a �rst approah with narrowing byMeadows in [27℄, where the narrowing rules are restrited to symboli enryptionequations (see also [30℄); transitions are handled by a Prolog-like bakward searhfrom a goal stating inseurity.The main objetive of this paper is, after giving a general presentation of Casrulin Setion 2, to present in Setion 3 an innovative model of the Intruder behavior,based on the de�nition of a lazy model. This lazy approah, briey desribed in [8℄,is ompletely di�erent and muh more eÆient than the model of the Intruderpresented in [25℄. It permits to handle untyped variables, and hene messages ofunbounded size. In this setting, and when the number of prinipals is �nite, theanalysis terminates. This strategy has �rst been implemented in daTa [9℄, and hasalso been independently developed later by other authors [12, 31℄. In Setion 4,we show that our method an be suessfully applied to many di�erent kinds ofprotools. We explain the results obtained for two protools and we give a summaryof aws found in other protools, with the timings. In Setion 5, we ompare the2



Casrul ompiler with the other ompilers available. We also ompare our analysisstrategy with other tools.2 Input ProtoolsWe present in this setion the syntax used for desribing seurity protools, illus-trated in Figure 1. This syntax has been partially detailed in [25℄, and is lose toone of CAPSL [29℄ or Casper [26℄ though it di�ers on some points { for instane,on those in Casper whih onern CSP. All the notions we will use for protools arelassial and an be found in [40℄.In the following, we present the features added in the syntax for a more powerfulexpressiveness. We also present some algorithms for verifying the orretness andrun-ability of a protool.These algorithms are implemented in our ompiler, Casrul1, that transforms a pro-tool given as in Figure 1 into a set of rewrite rules. In [25℄, we have proved thatthis ompilation de�nes a non-ambiguous operational semantis for protools andIntruder behavior.The information given for desribing a protool an be deomposed into twoparts: the desription of the protool itself, and the exeution environment. Thislast part inludes the legitimate partiipants and the abilities given to an intruder.2.1 Protool InformationThe desription of a protool is the omposition of three types of information: theidenti�ers, the initial knowledge, and the messages. Let us present eah of these.2.1.1 Identi�ersThis setion ontains the delaration of all the identi�ers used in the protool mes-sages. This inludes prinipals (users), keys (symmetri, publi/private, table),piee of text or numbers, hash funtions. Some of these identi�ers will be used asfresh information, i.e. they will be generated during the exeution of the protool.Let us give more details about the four kinds of supported enryption algorithms,the last two being new features, added in the last version of Casrul:� A key K is an asymmetri key if the key K�1 permitting to derypt a ipherfMgK enrypted by K annot be easily derived from K. The keys K andK�1 have to be reated at the same time. One is made publily available, thepubli key, and the other shall be kept seret and is alled the private key. Inour system, publi keys are not aessible to anyone by default, sine the goalof a protool may be to ensure that eah partiipant assoiates a publi keyto the right person (i.e. the possessor of the private key).1http://www.loria.fr/equipes/assis/softwares/asrul/3



Protool WLMA;Identi�ersA;B; S : User;Na;Nb : Number;Kab;Kas;Kbs : Symmetri key;KnowledgeA : B;S;Kas;B : S;Kbs;S : A;B;Kas;Kbs;Messages1. A ! B : A;Na2. B ! A : B;Nb3. A ! B : fA;B;Na;NbgKas4. B ! S : fA;B;Na;NbgKas; fA;B;Na;NbgKbs5. S ! B : fB;Na;Nb;KabgKas; fA;Na;Nb;KabgKbs6. B ! A : fB;Na;Nb;KabgKas; fNa;NbgKab7. A ! B : fNbgKabRoleA[A : b;B : I;S : se;Kas : kbs℄,B[B : b;S : se;Kbs : kbs℄;ParallelS[A : I;B : b;S : se;Kas : kis;Kbs : kbs℄,S[A : b;B : I;S : se;Kas : kbs;Kbs : kis℄;Seret kbs;Intruder Divert, Impersonate;Intruder knowledge b; se; kis;Goal B authentiates S on Kab;Figure 1: Woo and Lam Mutual Authentiation Protool.� A key K is a symmetri key if the key K�1 permitting to derypt a ipherenrypted by K is K itself, or a key that an easily be derived from K.� A table T assoiates a publi and a private key to the name of a prinipal A:T [A℄ and T [A℄�1. Initially, only the owner of the table knows those keys.� A funtion f is a one-way, ollision-free, hash funtion algorithm. Thus, fora message M and a funtion f , f(M) is the hash of M alulated by thealgorithm f .2.1.2 Initial KnowledgeFor de�ning the initial state of a protool, we have to list the initial knowledge ofeah prinipal. 4



An identi�er (key or number) that is not in any initial knowledge will be used as afresh information, reated at its �rst use (for example, Na, Nb andKab in Figure 1).Note that this is possible to give messages in the initial knowledge of a prinipal aslong as all identi�ers appearing in these messages are de�ned.2.1.3 MessagesThey desribe the di�erent steps of the protool with, for eah one, its index, thename of its sender, the name of its reeiver, and the body of the message itself.The syntax for enoding is very lassial: fMgK means the message M enodedby the key K. The enoding is supposed to be a publi/private key enoding if Kis a publi or private key, or an element of a table. If K is a symmetri key (or aompound message, as used in SSL for instane), it is assumed that a symmetrienryption/deryption algorithm is used to enode the iphers. We also allow Xorenryption with the notation (M)xor(T ), in whih we assume M and T are twoexpressions of the same size, thus getting rid of blok properties of Xor enryption.All this information brings a preise view of the proposed protool, and at thispoint we should be able to run the protool. However, the model of a prinipalis not omplete: we have to hek that the protool is orret and runnable byverifying the evolution of the knowledge of eah prinipal.2.2 Corretness of the ProtoolThe knowledge of the prinipals in a protool is always hanging. One has to verifythat all the messages an be omposed and sent to the right person to guaranteethe protool an be run.The knowledge of eah partiipant an be deomposed into three parts:� the initial knowledge, delared in the protool,� the aquired knowledge, obtained by deomposition of the reeived messages,� the generated knowledge, reated for omposing a message (fresh knowledge).A protool is orret and runnable with respet to the initial spei�ation ifeah prinipal an ompose the messages it is supposed to send. For some messages,prinipals will use parts of the reeived messages. Thus, a prinipal has to updateits knowledge as soon as it reeives a message: it has to store the new information,and hek if it an be used for deoding old iphers (i.e. parts of reeived messagesit ould not deode beause it did not have the right key).The funtion ompose de�ned in Figure 2 desribes the omposition of a messageM by a prinipal U at the step i of the protool. The knowledge of U before runningthis funtion is therefore the union of its initial knowledge and the information itould get in the reeived and sent messages, until step i�1 (inluded). For an easierreuse of this knowledge, a name is assigned to eah information.5



ompose(U;M; i) = t if M is known by U and named t (1)ompose(U; hM1;M2i; i) = hompose(U;M1; i); ompose (U;M2; i)i (2)ompose(U; (M1)xor(M2); i) = (ompose(U;M1; i))xor(ompose(U;M2; i)) (3)ompose(U; fMgK ; i) = fompose(U;M; i)gompose (U;K;i) (4)ompose(U; T [A℄; i) = ompose(U; T; i)[ompose (U;A; i)℄ (5)ompose(U; T [A℄�1; i) = ompose(U; T; i)[ompose (U;A; i)℄�1 (6)ompose(U; f(M); i) = ompose(U; f; i)(ompose (U;M; i)) (7)ompose(U;M; i) = fresh(M) if M is a fresh identi�er (8)ompose(U;M; i) = Fail else (9)Figure 2: Veri�ation that a message an be omposed.Note that when a fresh identi�er (key, none, : : : ) is enountered for the �rst time,a unique new term is automatially generated.As the message M has to be sent by U at step i, any problem will generate afailure in this funtion. This ase implies that the prinipal does not have enoughknowledge to ompose the message to send, and hene the protool is not runnable.The ompilation proess will abort and an error message indiating whih piee ofknowledge ould not be omposed is output.In addition to being able to ompose the messages, a prinipal has also to beable to verify the information reeived in messages: if it is supposed to reeive aninformation it already knows, it has to hek this is really the same. A prinipalalso knows the shape of the messages it reeives. So it has to be able to hek thateverything it an aess in a reeived message orresponds to what it expets.These veri�ations are pre-omputed during the ompilation proess by the funtionexpet de�ned in Figure 3. This funtion desribes the behavior of a prinipal Uthat tries to give an as aurate as possible value to every part of a message it willreeive. Eah unknown ipher is replaed by a new variable xU;M that an be seenas a new name.Rules 12 and 13 mean that U needs to know one of the arguments of the Xor op-erator to get the other one and study it. Rules 14, 15 and 16 desribe that U hasto be able to ompose the key deoding the analyzed ipher, i.e. the inverse key ofthe one oding the message, for studying the ontents of the message M .Note that K stands for a publi key, K�1 for a private key (possibly through theuse of a table), and SK for a symmetri key or a ompound term.6



expet(U;M; i) = ompose(U;M; i) if no Fail (10)expet(U; hM1;M2i; i) = hexpet(U;M1; i); expet (U;M2; i)i (11)expet(U; (M1)xor(M2); i) = (ompose(U;M1; i))xor(expet(U;M2; i)) if no Fail (12)expet(U; (M1)xor(M2); i) = (expet(U;M1; i))xor(ompose(U;M2; i)) if no Fail (13)expet(U; fMgK ; i) = fexpet(U;M; i)gompose (U;K�1;i)�1 if no Fail (14)expet(U; fMgK�1 ; i) = fexpet(U;M; i)gompose (U;K;i)�1 if no Fail (15)expet(U; fMgSK ; i) = fexpet(U;M; i)gompose (U;SK;i) if no Fail (16)expet(U;M; i) = xU;M else (17)Figure 3: Veri�ation of a reeived message.These algorithms are implemented in Casrul. This ompiler an therefore gener-ate rewrite rules modeling the behavior of prinipals: prinipals wait until a messageis reeived, and immediately send a response. This an be summarized by the fol-lowing kind of rule: expet(U;Mi; i)) ompose(U;Mi+1; i+ 1)Considering the Woo and Lam protool given in Figure 1, for eah role, thetransitions are modeled by the following rewrite rules, where xA, xNa, xKbs, : : : arenames of known knowledge, and x1, x2, : : : are new names (i.e. variables) di�erentfor eah role and representing previously unknown piees of messages.� Role A: (initial knowledge: xA, xB, xS, xKas){ Composed for xB:) xA; fresh(Na)A generates a new none and will name it xNa.{ Expeted from xB , omposed for xB :xB ; x1 ) fxA; xB ; xNa; x1gxKasIn this ase, A does not know the seond information sent by B andnames it x1. But sine this has to be a none, later it will name it xNb.{ Expeted from xB , omposed for xB :fxB ; xNa; xNb; x2gxKas ; fxNa; xNbgx2 ) fxNbgx2A is able to �nd x2 in the �rst part of the reeived message; therefore itis able to hek the omposition of the seond part.� Role B: (initial knowledge: xB , xS , xKbs){ Expeted from x1, omposed for x1:x1; x2 ) xB; fresh(Nb) 7



{ Expeted from xA, omposed for xS :x3 ) x3; fxA; xB ; xNa; xNbgxKbsB annot derypt the reeived message (fA;B;Na;NbgKas) and gives itthe name x3.{ Expeted from xS , omposed for xA:x4; fxA; xNa; xNb; x5gxKbs ) x4; fxNa; xNbgx5{ Expeted from xA:fxNbgxKab )� Role S: (initial knowledge: xS , xA, xB , xKas, xKbs){ Expeted from xB , omposed for xB :fxA; xB ; x1; x2gxKas ; fxA; xB ; x1; x2gxKbs) fxA; x1; x2; fresh(Kab)gxKas ; fxB ; x1; x2; fresh(Kab)gxKbsS puts the same fresh key Kab in eah part of the omposed message.2.3 Exeution EnvironmentVerifying a protool onsists in trying to simulate what an intruder ould do fordisturbing the run of a protool, without some partiipants notiing. In the previoussetion, we have de�ned how generi honest partiipants of the protool behaveaording to the message sequene. However, trying all the possible instantiationsof a protool does not terminate sine there are in�nitely many.In this setion, we desribe how to speify an environment of exeution for theprotool. An initial state is given, representing the prinipals who may run theprotool, together with the roles they might assume. This environment permitsto ensure termination of the veri�ation, and also to de�ne this initial state. It isomposed using either Roles or Parallel roles delarations. We also desribe how tospeify the abilities and knowledge of an attaker, together with the possible goalsof this attaker.2.3.1 RolesThis �eld desribes the possible instanes of roles taken by prinipals in the protool.Formally, roles suh as A, B,... are instantiated by prinipals. One role may beinstantiated zero, one or more times. This is possible to de�ne independently thepartiipants, thus permitting a large exibility in the de�nition of the initial stateof the protool.For example, in the protool of Figure 1, two roles are de�ned: b an play the roleA with the Intruder I; b an also play the role B.2.3.2 Parallel RolesThis �eld is used to speify instanes of roles that an be run an unbounded numberof times in parallel. As is the ase for Roles delaration, it is only possible to8



speify a �nite number of di�erent instanes. It orresponds to a weakening of arole de�nition, beause we do not allow those instanes to reate di�erent nones.It is used in onjuntion with a �eld Seret, that de�nes instanes the Intrudershould never be able to know. These instanes permit to redue the number of rulesgenerated by Casrul. A serey goal is generated for eah of those seret instanes.The parallel roles will be played by honest users, but who will be manipulated bythe Intruder.For example, in the protool of Figure 1, in parallel to the oÆial roles, the Intruderan use a server with whom he an either pretend to be b and play role B, or playrole B with its real identity.2.3.3 IntruderThe Intruder �eld desribes whih strategies the Intruder an use, among threepossibilities: passive eaves dropping, divert and impersonate. These propertiesdepend on the assumptions made on the exeution environment of the protool. Ifnothing is spei�ed, this means that we want a simulation of the protool in a safenetwork.When ommuniating through an unsafe media, one should assume an Intruder ispresent. Depending on the network, he an have the ability divert, eaves dropping,impersonate or any ombination of these. If divert is seleted, he an removemessages from the network; if eaves dropping is seleted, he an just reord theontents of messages exhanged.The Intruder is then able to reonstrut terms as he wishes, using all the informationhe got. He an send arbitrary messages in his own name. If moreover impersonateis seleted, he an also send messages in the name of another prinipal.In the desription of the Intruder model (Setion 3), we will fous on the asewhere he may divert messages and impersonate prinipals.2.3.4 Intruder KnowledgeThe Intruder knowledge is the list of information known from the beginning bythe Intruder. Contrarily to the initial knowledge of other prinipals, eah elementof the messages in the Intruder knowledge has to have been introdued in Role orParallel role, as an e�etive knowledge (and not a formal one used for desribingthe messages).2.3.5 GoalThis �eld gives the kind of aw we want to detet. There are several possibilities,but the two main ones are authentiates and Serey of.{ Serey means that some seret information (e.g. a key or a number) exhangedduring the protool is kept seret. 9



{ An authentiation goal is de�ned for instane byB authentiates S on Kabwhih means that if a prinipal b playing the role B ends its part of the protool andbelieves it has interated with a prinipal se playing the role S, and if it believes ithas reeived Kab sent by se, then, at some point, the prinipal se must have sentKab to b.Note that the authentiation goal relies on the freshness of information in the systemof rewrite rules. For example, in the system devised by Blanhet [5℄, nones are notguaranteed to be di�erent from one session of the protool to another, and in thisabstration, fake authentiation attaks an be found on all protools.{ A last goal has been introdued in order to automatially handle the ase of someompromised serets: the Short term serey goal. In this ase, one an de�neidenti�ers that should remain seret in a part of the protool (usually during thesession instane where they have been reated). Then they are released, i.e. theyare added to the knowledge of the Intruder.3 Intruder's ModelOne of the biggest problem in the area of ryptographi protools veri�ation is thede�nition of the Intruder. The most referred model is the one de�ned by Dolev andYao in [17℄. It says that the Intruder ontrols entirely the ommuniation network.This means that he an interept, reord, modify, ompose, send, rypt and derypt(if he knows the appropriate key) eah message. He an also send messages in thename of another prinipal.However, the Dolev-Yao's model of an Intruder is not salable, sine there are rulesfor omposing messages, and these rules suh as building a ouple from two terms,do not terminate: given a term, it is possible to build a ouple with two opies ofthis term, and to do it again with that ouple, and so on.In some approahes people try to bound the size of the messages, but thesebounds are valid only when one onsiders spei� kinds of protools and/or exe-utions. We want to be able to study all the protools de�nable within the Casrulsyntax, and to get a system that is as independent as possible w.r.t. the initial state.Thus, those bounds are not relevant in our approah, and this has led us to bringa new model of the Intruder.A ommon approah to deal with in�nite-spae problem is to use a lazy ex-ploration of the state spae while analyzing the protool by model-heking. Thisapproah was proposed for example in [4℄. In a totally di�erent way, our work anbe onneted to this sine we have developed a lazy version of Dolev-Yao's Intruder:we replae the terms building step of the Intruder by a step in whih, at the sametime, the Intruder analyzes his knowledge and tests if he an build a term mathingthe message awaited by a prinipal; the pattern of the awaited message is given bythe prinipal, instead of being blindly omposed by the Intruder. This de�nes our10



model as a lazy one, where a symboli analysis is performed on lasses of possibleexeutions, those lasses being lazily onstruted. More information on this is givenin [10℄.This strategy may look similar to the one desribed in [37℄ (Chapter 15), but our lazymodel is applied dynamially during the exeution of the protool, while Rosoe'smodel onsists in looking for the messages that an be omposed by the Intruderbefore the exeution of the protool. The messages are prepared statially in ad-vane, and some type information permits to bound the total size of the system.This is a strong restrition to the Dolev-Yao model. One advantage of our methodis that we an �nd some type aws (in the Otway-Rees protool, for instane) thatannot be found when the size of messages is bounded by typing.In the �rst version of Casrul [25℄, we used to have a stati method similar to Rosoe's,where we were generating many rules in whih the Intruder was impersonating theprinipals. This method was found unsuitable for omplex protools, where a givenrule an be applied in many di�erent, yet often equivalent, ways.In the following, we �rst briey present the system testing if terms an be built.Then, we de�ne a system for deomposing the Intruder's knowledge, relying on thetesting system. It is remarkable that the knowledge deomposition using this sys-tem now allows deomposition of iphers with omposed key (see the Otway-Reesexample in Setion 4.2) and even the Xor -enryption, whereas other similar modelssuh as [1℄ only allow atomi symmetri keys.For the next two setions, we have to give the meaning of the terms in therewrite rules generated by Casrul.� Atomi terms are those onstants delared in the Role and Parallel �elds;� Some unary operators are used to type those onstants, suh as mr to desribea prinipal; we also use f for representing any of those operators;� The  operator stands for building a ouple (i.e. a onatenation) of messages;� rypt, srypt and xrypt operators stand respetively for publi or private keyenryption, symmetri key enryption and Xor -enryption;� table(t1; t2) is valid if t1 is the name of a table, and t2 the name of a prinipal.In this ase, table(t1; t2) stands for the publi key of t2 registered in table t1;� fun(t1; t2) is valid if t1 is a funtion symbol and t2 is a message. In this ase,fun(t1; t2) is the hash of t2 omputed with the algorithm t1.To desribe our lazy version of Dolev and Yao's intruder using a set of rewrite rules,we also use other operators whose meaning should be lear from the name. Forinstane, Comp is used for the omposition of a message; note that the \." operatoris not a list onstrutor, but an assoiative and ommutative (AC) operator. Theserules originate from the implementation of the lazy intruder in daTa.11



3.1 Test of Composition of a TermThe heart of our Intruder's model is to test if a term mathing a term t an beomposed from a knowledge set C. The rewriting system desribed in Figure 4tries to redue the expression Comp(t) from C ; Id , building a substitution � . Inthis expression, Id stands for the identity substitution, and Comp(t) from C is aonstraint for the Intruder meaning that the term t has to be omposable from theknowledge list C.This test is a onstraint solving algorithm; it annot be ompared with funtionsompose and expet desribed in Setion 2.2, whih are de�ned for normal prini-pals: ompose is used for heking that the protool is runnable; expet is used forverifying the ontents of reeived messages.Comp(t):T from t:C ; � ! T from t:C ; � (18)Comp(r):T from s:C ; � ! T� from s�:C� ; �� if r� = s� (19)Comp((t1; t2)):T from C ; � ! Comp(t1): Comp(t2):T from C ; � (20)Comp(rypt(t1; t2)):T from C ; � ! Comp(t1): Comp(t2):T from C ; � (21)Comp(srypt(t1; t2)):T from C ; � ! Comp(t1): Comp(t2):T from C ; � (22)Comp(xrypt(t1; t2)):T from C ; � ! Comp(t1): Comp(t2):T from C ; � (23)Comp(table(t1; t2)):T from C ; � ! Comp(t1): Comp(t2):T from C ; � (24)Comp(table(t1; t2)�1):T from C ; � ! Comp(t1): Comp(t2):T from C ; � (25)Comp(fun(t1; t2)):T from C ; � ! Comp(t1): Comp(t2):T from C ; � (26)Figure 4: System testing if a term may be omposed from some given knowledge.The system of Figure 4, being omplete in the sense that it an �nd all the waysof omposing a term, annot be onuent sine two di�erent ways will lead to twodi�erent normal forms. Further investigation is needed to handle the ase of theXor -enryption. The rule (23) annot handle, for example, that:(x� y)� (y � z) = x� zThe e�etiveness of this system heavily relies on the fat that we do not use therule (19) when the term r is a variable, thereby reduing the test of omposabilityof a term to the test of omposability of some of its variables, whih an then beinstantiated later. Moreover, termination is ensured by restriting the appliationsof rules (20-26) to the ases where they apply on terms whih are not variables.This last restrition is mandatory to ensure termination, sine the Intruder wouldotherwise test terms of unbounded depth.12



Theorem of Completeness. For any set of onstraints, if there exists a substi-tution that satis�es all its onstraints, our strategy permits to transform this setinto either an empty set, or a set ontaining only simple onstraints, i.e. of the formComp(x1): : : : : Comp(xn) from C where the xi are variables (suh a onstraints aresolved by replaing xi by anything).This ompleteness result an be proved in two steps. First, one shows thatforbidding uni�ation between a variable and another term is omplete when oneonsiders satis�ability of the system. The main point of the proof here is thatif a variable appears in the knowledge set I of the Intruder, it also appears in aonstraint for a knowledge set I 0, with I 0 � I. This onstraint an be satis�ed byI 0, hene it is possible to replae a uni�ation between a term t in a onstraint anda variable x in the knowledge set by another derivation leading to the satisfationof the onstraint.The seond step is to show that the restrition on the appliation of rules (20-26)is omplete, whih an be easily done one one an ensure there is no uni�ationbetween a variable and another term. Further details are given in [10℄. Note alsothat the proof of ompleteness and orretness of a system derived from the onepresented here was given in [38℄ as a NP-ompleteness result for �nding attaks inthe ase of a �nite number of prinipals.For example, from the Intruder's knowledge mr(b):srypt(sk(kbs); none(Nb)),we may test if a term mathing rypt((mr(b); x1); srypt(sk(kbs); x2)) an be built:Comp(rypt((mr(b); x1); srypt(sk(kbs); x2)))from mr(b):srypt(sk(kbs); none(Nb)) ; Id!(21) Comp((mr(b); x1)): Comp(srypt(sk(kbs); x2))from mr(b):srypt(sk(kbs); none(Nb)) ; Id!(20) Comp(mr(b)): Comp(x1): Comp(srypt(sk(kbs); x2))from mr(b):srypt(sk(kbs); none(Nb)) ; Id!(18) Comp(x1): Comp(srypt(sk(kbs); x2))from mr(b):srypt(sk(kbs); none(Nb)) ; Id!(19) Comp(x1)from mr(b):srypt(sk(kbs); none(Nb)) ; �The test is suessful, generating the substitution � : x2  none(Nb) in thelast step. This is the only solution. In general, we have to explore all the possiblesolutions. Note that we stop, aepting the omposition, as soon as there are onlyvariables left in the Comp terms.3.2 Deomposition of the Intruder's KnowledgeIn Dolev-Yao's model, all the messages sent by the prinipals ating in the protoolare sent to the Intruder. The Intruder has then the possibility to deompose theterms he knows, inluding the last message, and build a new one, faked so as itlooks like it has been sent by another prinipal (hosen by the Intruder). We de�ne13



C:UFO(f(t):C 0) ! C:f(t):UFO(C 0) (27)C:UFO((t1; t2):C 0) ! C:UFO(t1:t2:C 0) (28)C:UFO(rypt(t1; t2):C 0) ! C:rypt(t1; t2):UFO(test(rypt(t1; t2)):C 0) (29)C:UFO(test(rypt(t1; t2)):C 0) ! C:UFO(t2:C 0)� if A(t1-1; C; �) (30)C:UFO(srypt(t1; t2):C 0) ! C:srypt(t1; t2):UFO(test(srypt(t1; t2)):C 0)(31)C:UFO(test(srypt(t1; t2)):C 0) ! C:UFO(t2:C 0)� if A(t1; C; �) (32)C:UFO(xrypt(t1; t2):C 0) ! C:xrypt(t1; t2):UFO(test(xrypt(t1; t2)):C 0)(33)C:UFO(test(xrypt(t1; t2)):C 0) ! C:UFO(t2:C 0)� if A(t1; C; �) (34)C:UFO(test(xrypt(t1; t2)):C 0) ! C:UFO(t1:C 0)� ifA(t2; C; �) (35)C:UFO(table(t1; t2):C 0) ! C:table(t1; t2):UFO(C 0)� (36)C:UFO(table(t1; t2)�1:C 0) ! C:table(t1; t2)�1:UFO(C 0)� (37)C:UFO(fun(t1; t2):C 0) ! C:fun(t1; t2):UFO(C 0)� (38)Figure 5: System Simplifying the Intruder's Knowledge.a system that keeps in a prediate, UFO, the data that are not already treatedby the Intruder, and moves the non-deomposable knowledge out of UFO. For thederyption of a ipher (but this should also apply to hash funtions), we use aprediate (test) and a onditional rewrite rule. The resulting system desribed inFigure 5 only deals with deomposing the knowledge of the Intruder, where we arealways using, together with the fourth rule, the equality t-1-1 = t.We note this system A(t; C; �), a prediate that is true whenever the term t anbe built from the knowledge C using a substitution �. The system of Figure 4 showsthat this prediate an be implemented with rewrite rules similar to those that areused to test if a prinipal an ompose a message that mathes the pattern of anawaited message.3.3 Use of this Model for Flaws DetetionWe an deompose the sequene of steps the Intruder uses to send a message:1. For eah ative state s of the protool, and for eah prinipal p, the Intruderreates a new ative state s0 where he tries to send a message to the prinipal p:the prinipal p brings a pattern m that the Intruder's message should math.At the same time, p gives the pattern of the message t that the Intruder willreeive if he sueeds in sending a message;2. Seond, the Intruder analyzes his knowledge and tests if he an ompose a14



message mathing this pattern m;3. If he an ompose a message mathing the pattern m, he goes bak to step1 with s0 as ative state. If not, this state s0 fails and is removed from theative states.3.4 Properties of our ModelIn our model, the Intruder has to keep trak of all the previously sent messages.Thus, we maintain a list of previously sent messages with the knowledge at the timethe messages were sent:l def= (T1 from C1) : : : : : (Tn from Cn)This is used, for instane in the example of Setion 3.1, to prove it is sound tosubstitute none(Nb) for x2.We also maintain a set of knowledge C representing the Intruder's knowledge evolu-tion whenever he sueeds in sending an appropriate message. We model a protoolstep with the rule: (C; l)! (C:t; l : (m from C))Comparing this model to an exeution model where an Orale tells a message(ground term) that is aepted by the prinipal and where the Intruder has to verifyhe an send this message, this exhaustive exploration system turns out to be bothsound (see the semantis given in [25℄) and omplete as long as we onsider onlya bounded number of prinipals [10, 38℄. The variables here are untyped, thusallowing messages of unbounded size and the disovery of type aws.The omplexity of our strategy is exponential in the number of roles. For parallelroles, the initial omputation is exponential, but one done, the exeution dependsonly on the number of onstraints generated.3.5 Example: Woo-Lam ProtoolThe exeution of the spei�ation given in Figure 1 gives the following result:I ! b : I; x3I ! b : x5I(se) ! b : x4; fI; x3; Nb; x2gkbsI ! b : fNbgx2This orresponds to the messages sent by the Intruder, in the run of the protoolwhere I plays role A and b plays role B, for getting an authentiation aw betweenb and se. They are messages 1, 3, 5 and 7 of the protool. Nb is the none generatedby b.Variables x2, x3, x4 and x5 represent parts of messages that are independent of thisprotool run. b annot hek their value.15



The most triky message is the third. How an I ompose fI; x3; Nb; x2gkbswithout knowing the key kbs? This is a onstraint that the Intruder has to solve.Our model has onluded that this onstraint is solvable and I an send this mes-sage. This onlusion is the result of the study of the Intruder's knowledge, of theprotool messages and of the roles and parallel roles. I annot ompose this partof the message, but he an get one that mathes with it:A(b) ! I : b;NaI ! A(b) : I;NbA(b) ! I : fb; I;Na;NbgkbsI ! se : fb; I;Na;Nbgkbs; fb; I;Na;Nbgkisse ! I : fI;Na;Nb;Kaigkbs; fb;Na;Nb;KaigkisIn the �rst part, he uses b as player of role A and Nb as its own none; in the seondpart, he uses the server se as a parallel role. The onsequene is that the �rst partof the last message (fI;Na;Nb;Kaigkbs) mathes with the message to build in themain run, fI; x3; Nb; x2gkbs. The result is a aw beause b thinks that the serverhas generated Kai for the protool run where it has played role B; and the serverse thinks it has generated Kai for b playing role A.Thanks to our model of the Intruder, the role b as A and the parallel role se asS are not run. This is an important improvement for the eÆieny of aw detetion(see Table 1), that is possible beause the Intruder knows the nones Na and Nb.4 ExperimentationsWe give a few hints on how to use our system through two examples of protoolanalysis taken from the literature. First, we study the Otway-Rees un-amendedprotool, whih has a type aw leading to a serey aw. Then, with the EKEprotool, we show how we deal with onurrent runs of the protool. We also listthe results obtained for other protools that an be found in [11℄.But �rst, let us give a short presentation of the prover used for looking for awsfrom the rewrite rules generated by Casrul.4.1 The Prover daTaFor studying the protools with the rules generated by Casrul, we have used thetheorem prover daTa2, speialized for automated dedution in �rst-order logi withequality and assoiative-ommutative (AC) operators. This last property is impor-tant, sine we use an AC operator for representing the list of messages at a givenstate. Hene, asking for one message in this list onsists in trying all the possiblesolutions. A more pertinent use is the possibility we have to express ommutativeproperties of onstrutors. This enables us, for example, to express the ommuta-tivity of enryption in the RSA protool.2http://www.loria.fr/equipes/assis/softwares/daTa/16



The dedution tehniques used by daTa are Resolution and Paramodulation [39℄.They are ombined with eÆient simpli�ation tehniques for eliminating redundantinformation. Another important property is that this theorem prover is refutation-ally omplete. Our model being omplete with respet to the Dolev-Yao's model,we are ertain to �nd all expressible aws.For onneting Casrul and daTa, we have designed a tiny tool, Casdat, runningCasrul and translating its output into a daTa input �le.4.2 The Otway-Rees ProtoolThe Casrul spei�ation of this well-known protool is given in Figure 6. To studyProtool Otway Rees;Identi�ersA;B; S : User;Kas;Kbs;Kab : Symmetri key;M;Na;Nb;X : Number;KnowledgeA : B;S;Kas;B : S;Kbs;S : A;B;Kas;Kbs;Messages1. A ! B : M;A;B; fNa;M;A;BgKas2. B ! S : M;A;B; fNa;M;A;BgKas; fNb;M;A;BgKbs3. S ! B : M; fNa;KabgKas; fNb;KabgKbs4. B ! A : M; fNa;KabgKas5. A ! B : fXgKabRoleA[A : a;B : b;S : se;Kas : kas℄,B[B : b;S : se;Kbs : kbs℄,S[A : a;B : b;S : se;Kas : kas;Kbs : kbs℄;Intruder Divert, Impersonate;Intruder knowledge a;Goal Serey Of X; Figure 6: Otway-Rees Protool.this protool, we only have to ompile this spei�ation to daTa rules and toapply the theorem prover daTa on the generated �le, leaving the result in theOtway-Rees.exe �le:% asdat Otway-Rees.as% data -i Otway-Rees.dat -r o Otway-Rees.exe17



The trae of an exeution is quite hard to analyze if one is not familiar withthe tehniques implemented in daTa, but hopefully, the result is the sequene ofderivations leading to the disovery of the aw (in 6s):> Inferene steps to generate the empty lause:60 = Resol(1,56) 60 = Simpl(11,60) : : : 60 = Simpl(34,60)63 = Resol(5,60) 63 = Simpl(11,63) : : : 63 = Simpl(30,63)66 = Resol(44,63) 66 = Simpl (14,66) : : : 66 = Simpl (52,66)66 = Clausal Simpl(f45g,66)Now, we just have to look at the given trae to �gure out the senario thatleads to the serey aw. Only the lauses generated by a resolution step and fullysimpli�ed matter.The �rst one is pretty simple, sine it is nothing but the �rst prinipal sendingits �rst message. All the simpli�ations following orrespond to the deompositionof this message to Intruder's knowledge. We thus have:a ! : M;a; b; fNa;M; a; bgkasThe seond resolution (63 = Resol(5; 60)) is muh more exoti, sine it is thereeption of the message labelled 4 in the protool by prinipal a. Using the proto-ol's spei�ation, it is �rst read as:a ! : M;a; b; fNa;M; a; bgkas! a : M; fNa; x5gkasa ! : fXgx5At this point, we an only say that the Intruder has tried to send to theprinipal a a message mathing M; fNa; x5gkas. He has no hoie but to unify(66 = Resol(44; 63)) the term yielded after the �rst message with the required pat-tern. Now, the sequene of messages beomes:a ! : M;a; b; fNa;M; a; bgkas! a : M; fNa;M; a; bgkasa ! : fXg(M;a; b)The Intruder has proved that he an send a term mathing the pattern of theawaited message, so we an go on to the next step, the deomposition of the seondmessage sent by a (66 = Simpl(52; 66)). But after that, deomposing what heknows, the Intruder �nds himself knowing X, that should have remained seret.The last move (Clausal Simpli�ation) stamps this ontradition out, thus endingthe study of this protool.4.3 The Enrypted Key Exhange (EKE) ProtoolWe shall now study the EKE protool, known to have a parallel authentiationattak. The Casrul spei�ation of this protool is given in Figure 7.18



Protool EKE;Identi�ersA;B : User;Na;Nb : Number;Ka : Publi key;P;R : Symmetri key;KnowledgeA : B;P ;B : P ;Messages1. A ! B : fKagP2. B ! A : ffRgKagP3. A ! B : fNagR4. B ! A : fNa;NbgR5. A ! B : fNbgRRoleA[A : a;B : b;P : p℄;ParallelB[B : a;P : p;R : re℄;Seret p, re;Intruder Divert, Impersonate;Intruder knowledge ;Goal A authentiates B on Nb;Figure 7: Enrypted Key Exhange Protool.The trae of the exeution does also, in this ase, lead to a aw. This time, thisis an authentiation aw:> Inferene steps to generate the empty lause:87 = Resol(1,85) 87 = Simpl(9,87) : : : 87 = Simpl(76,87)88 = Resol(2,87) 88 = Simpl(9,88) : : : 88 = Simpl(31,88)89 = Resol(81,88) 89 = Simpl(49,89) : : : 89 = Simpl(4,89)90 = Resol(4,89) 90 = Simpl(9,90) : : : 90 = Simpl(31,90)92 = Resol(78,90) 92 = Simpl(27,92) : : : 92 = Simpl(70,92)92 = Clausal Simpl(f33g,92)We an study in deeper details this trae in order to �nd the senario of theattak. Sine the prinipal a appears in two instanes, we will give, right after itsname, a string (seq or ==) that identi�es the prinipal either as the one de�ned inthe Role or in the Parallel �eld. First of all, the prinipal of the Role �eld startswith sending its �rst message:a(seq) ! : fKagp 19



Here, a(seq) has to generate a fresh key Ka. Then, the Intruder tries to send amessage to the prinipal a de�ned in the Role �eld:a(seq) ! : fKagp! a(seq) : ffx1gKagpa(seq) ! : fNagx1The Intruder now has to prove he ould send the message ffx1gKagp. He annotompose this message using his urrent knowledge, but he an have a term unifyingwith this by interating with a(==). This is what is done in the next resolution:a(seq) ! : fKagp! a(==) : fKagpa(==) ! : ffregKagp! a(seq) : ffregKagpa(seq) ! : fNagreNow, the Intruder an go on like this until he arrives at this point:a(seq) ! : fKagp! a(==) : fKagpa(==) ! : ffregKagp! a(seq) : ffregKagpa(seq) ! : fNagre! a(==) : fNagrea(==) ! : fNa;Nbgre! a(seq) : fNa;Nbgrea(seq) ! : fNbgreThe prinipal a(seq) has �nished its part of the protool, and it is possible tosee if Nb was a none reated by a prinipal b ommuniating with a. This is notthe ase here, so we reah an authentiation aw, as indiated by the last lausalsimpli�ation (92 = Clausal Simpl(33; 92)). The total time of exeution is a fewseonds.One an note that, in this ase, we perform muh better than in [8℄, where weused two instantiations of both roles running onurrently. The time needed toreah this aw was around 4 minutes, and the number of states explored beforereahing the aw was around 200 (here, only 7!).4.4 Some of the Other Protools Already StudiedThe study of the protools given in Table 1 is straightforward, and is done in anautomati way similar to the one used for the two previously detailed examples.The table shows the di�erene of timings between the original version of Casrul,20



Protool Lazy Lazy // Kind of FlawAndrew Seure RPC 7s 7s Authentiate FlawEnrypted Key Exhange 268s 3s Authentiate FlawKehne-Shoene-Langendorf 69s 20s Authentiate FlawKao Chow (unamended) 24s 2s Authentiate FlawNeedham Shroeder Conven-tional Key Protool 11s 11s CompromisedKey/Authentiate FlawNeedham Shroeder PubliKey Protool 18s 3s Authentiate FlawNeumann-Stubblebine (initialpart) 8s 2s Authentiate FlawNeumann-Stubblebine (re-peated part) 34s 4s Authentiate/SereyFlawOtway Rees 6s 6s Authentiate FlawRSA protool 2s 2s Serey FlawSPLICE 53s 3 Authentiate FlawIntruder impersonates lient 6s Authentiate FlawIntruder impersonates server 26s Authentiate FlawDavis Swik AuthentiationProtool 181s 18s Authentiate FlawTMN (ompromised key aw) 67s 67s Short Term Serey FlawTMN (authentiation aw) 41s 41s Authentiate FlawWoo-Lam � � (3) Protool 10s 10s Authentiate FlawWoo-Lam � Protool 59s 1s Authentiate FlawWoo-Lam Mutual Authentia-tion Protool 512s 30s Authentiate FlawTable 1: Results obtained with Casrul+daTa for several ryptographi protools.with the lazy model of the Intruder, and the new one that permits in addition touse parallel roles. All those results have been obtained with a PC under Linux(Pentium 3, 800 MHz, 128 Mb RAM).All the aws have been found automatially by trying several roles and/or par-allel roles; the knowledge of existing aws has sometimes guided us for limitingthose roles, for avoiding useless omputations.We point out that, in all the protools studied up to now, we have, every time,obtained an attak when there is one, and we have not found any attak when3In this ase, both errors are found. We give the time for �nding the �rst aw (Intruderimpersonates the lient). 21



no attak was reported in the literature. One shall also note that the number ofexplored lauses, using a breadth-�rst searh strategy, is always smaller than a fewhundreds. This demonstrates that our lazy strategy for the Intruder, represented bythe rewrite rules produed by Casrul, an be turned into a time and spae eÆientproedure, independently of the tool used afterwards for �nding aws. This resultis obtained without limiting the number of possible messages, ontrarily to manyother tools. This is due to the fat that we do not type informations, i.e. we use apure symboli alulus.Our objetive is to ontinue to improve our veri�ation tehnique, and to studymore and more protools. But we are also working on the positive veri�ation ofprotools. For instane, we have already studied some parts of the SET protool ofVISA and Masterard, and we are urrently studying other parts of this protool.Sine the new version of Casrul permits it, we are also studying protools that useomposed keys, suh as SSL (Seure Sokets Layer) [22℄.5 Disussion and Related WorksIn this setion, we summarize the results presented in this paper, ompare Cas-rul with other protool ompilers, and ompare our tehnique with other protoolanalysis methods.5.1 Summary of our ResultsWe believe that a strong advantage of our method (shared with Casper and CAPSL)is that it is not ad-ho: the translation is working without user interation for awide lass of protools and therefore does not run the risk to be biased towardsthe detetion of a known aw. Protools spei�ation are usually given togetherwith the knowledge of partiipants. Thus, the only part of the veri�ation proesswhere a user of Casrul has to be imaginative is the desription of the environmentof exeution. The Intruder an always be given the strongest abilities divert andimpersonate. And it is now possible, after a work by M. Bouallagui and J. Himan-shu [7℄, to only speify the number of partiipants instead of their instanes. Thispermits to inrementally searh for aws in the protool by inreasing the numberof partiipants, thereby reduing user's intervention to the important part of theprotool, that is the spei�ation of role instanes.Another important advantage of our method is the ability to handle in�nitestate models, and to be loser to the original Dolev-Yao model [17℄ beause of ourdynami lazy intruder model.A limitation of our method is that two fresh information are always di�erent.This means that we do not onsider the ase where two nones, for example, areequal by aident. Another limitation is that we annot onsider DiÆe-Hellmanprotools beause we annot deal with the exponential yet. Otherwise, any protoolthat an be expressed in our spei�ation an be studied by our method.22



In the following, we summarize the results presented in this paper, dependingon the limitation or not of the number of sessions.5.1.1 Unbounded Number of SessionsFor studying the ase of an unbounded number of runs of a protool, we boundboth the size of messages and the number of di�erent nones in order to ensuretermination. The result of the analysis (that uses parallel roles) is expressed asrewrite rules on the knowledge of the Intruder. Thus, no aw is searhed on theprinipals whih an run an unbounded number of onurrent exeutions. Thisenables us to study authentiation aws when an unbounded number of onurrentexeutions are involved in a terminating system. This method is very eÆient andomplete: if a aw exists, it will �nd it; if it terminates without �nding any aw,the protool is orret. The main drawbak is that it is not sound: the abstrationon nones implies that the attaks found may be fake.5.1.2 Bounded Number of SessionsWhen onsidering a bounded number of runs of a protool, we do not need to boundthe size of messages. In that ase, our method terminates, is sound and is ompletefor �nding aws.5.2 Other Protools CompilersLet us ompare Casrul with the most well-known three similar tools. Casper [26℄and CVS [19℄ are ompilers from protools desriptions to proess algebra (CSP forCasper, and SPA for CVS). Both have been applied to a large number of protools.The Casper approah is oriented towards �nite-state veri�ation by model-hekingwith FDR [36℄. The syntax we use for Casrul is similar to the Casper syntax for pro-tools desription. However, our veri�ation tehniques, based on theorem provingmethods, relax many of the strong assumptions for bounding the information (toget a �nite state model) in model heking. For instane, our tehnique based onnarrowing ensures diretly that all randomly generated nones are pairwise di�er-ent. This guarantees the freshness of information over di�erent exeutions.Casper and CVS are similar at the spei�ation level, but CVS has been developedto support the so-alled Non-Interferene approah [21℄ to protool analysis. Thisapproah requires the tedious extra-work of analyzing interferene traes in orderto hek whether they are real aws. Our veri�ation tehnique is also based onanalyzing traes, but it aptures automatially the traes orresponding to attaks.CAPSL [29℄ is a spei�ation language for authentiation protools in the avor ofCasper's input. There exists a ompiler from CAPSL to an intermediate formalism,CIL, whih may be onverted to an input for automated veri�ation tools suh asMaude, PVS, NRL [28℄. A CIL basially ontains a set of rules expressing the statetransitions of a protool. Initially, every protool rule from a standard notationgives rise to two transition rules, one for the sender and one for the reeiver. The23



transition rules an be exeuted by multiset and standard pattern mathing. Therewrite rules produed by our ompilation is also an intermediate language, whihhas the advantage to be an idiom understood by many automati dedution systems.In our ase, we have a single rule for every protool message exhange, as oppositeto the initial CIL whih has two rules. More reently, an optimized version of CILhas been de�ned [16℄: it generates one rule per protool rule, as we do.Another di�erene between Casrul and CAPSL is that it is not possible to de�nean initial state in CAPSL. Thus, bak-ends of the CAPSL parser need to de�nethis information separately. Note this is not a limitation for Casrul users, sine ifinitial states urrently have to be de�ned, the reeive/send rules of the protool areindependent w.r.t. this initial state. Thus, it an be dropped by tools having nouse for it.Another important di�erene between the CIL and the rules generated by Casrul isthat the evolution of the knowledge of the prinipals is automatially handled byour system. Hene, we get immediately an optimized version of the rewrite system,whih minimizes the number of transitions for veri�ation.CAPSL takes the advantage on Casrul when it omes to expressiveness. It is alreadypossible to speify hoie points and to have a modular spei�ation of protoolswhereas this is not implemented yet in Casrul. The extension MuCAPSL of CAPSLalso permits to de�ne group protools.5.3 Other Protool Analysis MethodsA lot of other methods have been implemented to verify or �nd attaks on rypto-graphi protools. In this disussion, we fous on automated methods, whih anbe divided into three main ategories.First, there are methods where an attak is a searh starting from an initial stateof the protool. Generally speaking, searh for attaks in this setting is most of thetime both fast and sound. The drawbak of these methods being that no onlusionan be drawn from the absene of attak when starting from an initial state. Onean gather in a seond ategory model-hekers aiming at proving orretness ofa protool without starting from an initial state. Undeidability of searh for at-taks in an unbounded number of exeutions, where either message size or numberof di�erent nones is not bounded, makes these methods either not sound or notterminating, or both. A third ategory of methods relies on abstration, and oftenalso on the use of tree automata, to model the behavior of the Intruder and of theprinipals. These methods permit to prove the orretness of a protool, but theabstration done an also lead to the disovery of false aws.5.3.1 Model-heking with an Initial StateLowe uses, together with Casper, the FDR model-heker. The aim of the analysis,in this ase, is to prove that the protool is a re�nement of a seurity property. If aounter-example (i.e. an attak) is found, it is given as the result of the omputation.24



Time omparisons with Casper are diÆult, sine it is proprietary system. However,one an note that its use by Lowe has permitted the disovery of numerous aws inthe protools given in the Clark and Jaob library [11, 18℄. The main drawbak ofthis tool is that possible type aws have to be spei�ed by the user.The Mur' [32℄ tool integrates a ompiler for a high-level protool spei�ationlanguage relying on guarded ommands with a model-heker using aggressive statespae redution through the use of symmetries. While this redution permits afast analysis of the protools, it has been reported that some attaks found usingthis tool are fake, beause they relied on the onfusion of nones reated by twodi�erent prinipals. One shall note that the use of symboli redution ahieves thesame state spae redution as the use of symmetries, but in our ase the lasses ofexeutions are sound and no false attak is found.A third tool, among those starting from an initial state, is the one developed byLugiez, Amadio and Vanak�ere [1℄. The lazy intruder strategy is a generalization oftheir symboli redution that permits to handle type aws and omposed keys. It is,to our knowledge, one of the �rst methods using onstraints to analyze ryptographiprotools.5.3.2 Model-heking without an Initial StateThe method proposed by Debbabi et al. [13℄ is a tool using symboli onstraints butin a somewhat di�erent fashion. The apaities of the Intruder and of the prinipalsare abstrated as inferene rules. The inferene system is non-terminating, but analgorithm is given permitting to transform this inferene system into a terminatingone. When this algorithm terminates, it is possible to onlude whether the protoolis awed. One shall note that in this system, no bound is assumed neither on themessage size nor on the number of di�erent nones. The drawbak of this method,however, is that the algorithm used permits only to �nd speial kinds of attaks,i.e. those respeting an order on the appliation of inferene rules. Moreover, themethod relies on some properties of messages of the protool to be used, and it isnot lear whether it an be extended to generi protools de�nitions.A very similar method is used by Athena [41℄. This tool reursively onstrutsthe set of possible exeutions of the protool without bound on the number of the ex-eutions. Typing permits to bound the size of messages, but the number of di�erentnones is unbounded, thus implying an in�nite state spae. The major improve-ment of this method is that halting onditions an be spei�ed by the user, henepermitting more exibility in the analysis. However, it seems that the performaneof this tool relies on the strategy of the exploration of the state spae.A last tool using bakward searh is desribed by Blanhet in [5℄. The mainpart of the analysis algorithm builds a �nite number of rules desribing the possibleations of an intruder between two messages. If this onstrution terminates, itis possible to analyze an unbounded number of simultaneous runs of the protool.However, in this ase, the number of di�erent nones is �nite. While suh onstru-tion is very useful for the analysis of serey properties of a protool, it is unsuited25



for the analysis of authentiation, sine messages from one exeution of any proto-ol an be replayed later, the nones being idential. Moreover, the abstration onnones leads to an unsound system: some fake serey aws an be found.5.3.3 Abstration and Tree AutomataAnother possibility for automati analysis of ryptographi protools is to use treeautomata in onjuntion with an abstration on the protool. Along this line, onean note the work by Klay and Genet [23℄ or by Monniaux [33℄, where the setof messages that the Intruder an ompose from a �nite set of knowledge is over-approximated by a regular tree language. Suh systems an �nd attaks or verifysystems where only a �nite number of exeutions of the protool is onsidered. Theirdrawbak is that even in this ase, they are not sound: the over-approximation ofthe knowledge of the Intruder may lead to false attaks. These approahes wereextended using an intriate setting in [24℄ to the ase of an unbounded number ofparallel exeutions of the protool. Logial properties are used to haraterize theknowledge of the Intruder, and the states of the automata are logial formulas. Oneimportant point is that prinipals running the protool in parallel are also used asaomplies of the Intruder. However, further investigation is needed to ompareour system with Goubault-Larreq's.6 ConlusionWe have designed and implemented in Casrul a ompiler of ryptographi protools,transforming a general spei�ation into a set of rewrite rules. The user an speifysome strategies for the veri�ation of the protool, suh as the number of simulta-neous exeutions, the initial knowledge, the general behavior of the Intruder, andthe kind of attak to look for.The transformation to rewrite rules is fully automati and high level enough topermit further extensions or ase spei� extensions. For example, one an modelspei� key properties suh as key ommutativity in the RSA protool.The protool model generated is general enough to be used for various veri�a-tion methods, as exempli�ed in the European Union projet AVISPA4 [2℄.In our ase, we have used narrowing with the theorem prover daTa. The AC prop-erties proposed by this system permit us to handle general rewrite rules, simplifyingthe translation from the Casrul output to the daTa input. The timings obtained forverifying protools ould be muh better, but using a general theorem prover suhas daTa shows how eÆient are the rules generated by Casrul. This is on�rmedby the large number of protools that have been veri�ed entirely automatially, themost well-known being listed in Table 1. Reently, we have even found a new attakon the Denning-Sao symmetri key protool (see [10℄).4http://www.avispa-projet.org/ 26
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